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The first two ships of the Dream Cruises fleet feature
the stunning and fantastical hull artwork from
renowned Chinese pop-artist Jacky Tsai. The art
pieces, entitled ‘Voyage of a Lover’s Dream’ (Genting
Dream) and ‘A Tale of Two Dreams’ (World Dream),
tell the surreal love story between a mermaid and an
astronaut, and combine the essence of oriental culture
with popular elements of Western art.

Introducing...

The new cruise line
from Genting Hong Kong
Genting Hong Kong brings over 23 years’ of Asian cruise industry experience in creating its new cruise line –
Dream Cruises.
Dream Cruises aims to be a pacesetter in the cruise industry in the region, meeting the needs of the ‘emerging
generation’ of confident, independently-minded and upwardly-mobile Asian travellers. Dream Cruises offers
inspirational journeys, which are Asian at heart and international in spirit.
Purpose-built for the China and Asia market, Genting Dream, the first ship of the fleet, debuted in November
2016, with her sister ship World Dream joining the fleet in November 2017, offering guests the highest levels of
service and spacious comfort in the region.
With the finest Asian and international dining, exceptional service, enthralling entertainment and inspirational
experiences, Dream Cruises aims to redefine vacation travel with a transformational journey at sea.

Meet the Dream Fleet

GENTING DREAM

WORLD DREAM

We’re here
to bring
your dreams
		 to life
Our two cruise ships, Genting Dream and World
Dream, are vessels designed for your dreams –
featuring the comfort of authentic Asian hospitality
combined with only the finest experiences from
around the world.

Highlights
DINING

ZOUK™

SUBMERSIBLES

Indulge in the flavours of the world with over
35 restaurant and bar concepts on board,
including scenic al fresco dining.

Party like never before at this legendary
entertainment institution’s first-ever Zouk
club at sea.

Explore the ocean depths with our stateof-the-art submersibles on board,
carrying up to four passengers
(subject to weather and availability).

LIVE SHOWS

BAR CITY

THE PALACE

Be enthralled with a rich program of live
production shows and enrichment events,
including the first-ever ‘China’s Got Talent The Dream Experience’ at sea.

Bar hop around this exciting destination
featuring many stylish venues including the
world’s first Johnnie Walker House™ at sea.

Lavish suites, European-style butler service and
exclusive privileges and facilities all feature in
the ultimate luxury cruising experience.

SHIP HIGHLIGHTS

SPACIOUS STATEROOMS

THE DREAM BOUTIQUES

Enjoy the journey in pure comfort with
European bed linen and elegant
bath amenities, with over 70% of
staterooms featuring private balconies.

Splurge on yourself and others with over 1,100
square metres of duty-free shopping featuring
leading international luxury brands.

FAMILY FUN

CRYSTAL LIFE™

Endless fun awaits with the Waterslide Park,
ropes course, rock climbing wall as well as over
100 connecting or adjoining rooms for extended
families.

Experience total relaxation and rejuvenation
with the largest Asian reflexology spa at sea,
Western spa and massage treatments,
state-of-the-art fitness centre and modern
wellness cuisine.

or simply come
dream away…

Explore the
world one meal
		 at a time
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Imagine you could visit a different country
for every meal of the day. What would you do?
Where would your taste buds take you?
Fortunately, you don’t need to travel far to
experience the best Asian and international
flavours in both exciting indoor and outdoor
venues on board.

1/DREAM DINING ROOM
Enjoy a wide variety of Asian and international
cuisine in a dramatic ballroom dining setting,
complete with floor-to-ceiling windows so you can
take in the spectacular ocean views.

INDULGENCE
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2/HOT POT
Feel the sea breeze as you relish a hearty feast
at the outdoor hot pot. Guests may choose
from a large selection of meat, seafood or
vegetarian options as they take in sweeping views
of the ocean.

3/BLUE LAGOON
Experience sizzling Asian-style and international
street hawker food at Blue Lagoon. Weave
your way through a selection of food stalls,
taking your pick from a mouth-watering mix
of culinary traditions and delicious dishes
including Bak Kut Teh from Malaysia, Curry
Laksa from Singapore, Hainanese Chicken Rice
and other Chinese favourites.

4/SILK ROAD CHINESE RESTAURANT
Sit back in the sumptuous and distinctive old
glamour setting and experience Chinese fine
dining of a decidedly decadent flavour in this
unique dining venue.
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5/SEAFOOD GRILL (World Dream)
Relish the freshest seafood in the region, expertly
prepared in Asian or Western style, while feasting
on the gourmet seafood appetizer buffet and
watching the hive of activity coming from the
open kitchen.

6/UMI UMA
Pull up a stool at Japanese restaurant Umi Uma to
experience the freshest sushi, expertly prepared.
Or take a seat at one of our grand teppanyaki
tables where your personal chef will not just cook,
but also perform – slicing, dicing and flipping
your selection of fresh vegetables, prime meat
and seafood, right before your eyes.

7/BISTRO BY MARK BEST (Genting Dream)
Internationally-acclaimed Australian chef Mark
Best brings culinary artistry to the table with his
very first restaurant at sea, Bistro By Mark Best.
Indulge in chef Best’s contemporary Western
dishes featuring the freshest ingredients in a
variety of settings including an outdoor ‘Grill’
seating area and a private ‘Chef’s Table’.

8/PRIME STEAKHOUSE (World Dream)
Savour premium cuts from around the world, like
tender filet mignon and succulent Black Angus
rib eye, carved right at your table in this modern
steakhouse.
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INDULGENCE

Bar City
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1/JOHNNIE WALKER HOUSE
Indulge your passion for the finer things in life at
the world’s first Johnnie Walker House at sea.
Step into an exclusive environment complete with
a tasting bar where you can discover, appreciate
and purchase a selection of the rarest John Walker
& Sons variants and single malts not available
elsewhere.

2/BUBBLES
Featuring an extensive selection of the finest
champagne, Bubbles is the ideal place for a
celebration. Order by the glass or bottle as you
relax in this beautiful lounge bar, which also
features a menu of delightful canapés to
make it a truly elegant evening.
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3/MIXT
Mixt cocktail bar features a range of hi-tech
mixology equipment that goes well beyond
the traditional cocktail shakers. Centrifuges
and extractors are on hand to create intense
new flavour combinations that feature in Mixt’s
signature drinks. An innovative new cocktail
experience has arrived.

INDULGENCE

With its buzzing atmosphere and vibrant offerings, Bar City is the
destination to celebrate the good life. Catch up with old friends and
meet new friends in a wide variety of stylish settings. Take your pick
from a collection of unique venues, including Johnnie Walker House™,
Penfolds™ Wine Vault, Mixt cocktail bar and Bubbles champagne bar –
or simply visit them all if you can’t decide.

Depart
from the
ordinary
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Our ships feature some of the latest and most unexpected horizon
-expanding experiences on the planet. Explore deep beneath the
ocean, dance under the stars at one of Asia’s iconic clubs, or catch
a thrilling live production show at the state-of-the-art Zodiac
Theatre. And that’s just the beginning…

1/LIVE PRODUCTION SHOWS
Dreams come to life and stars are
born in the captivating live shows
performed in the 999-seat Zodiac
Theatre by our award-winning
international entertainment team.
Fans will delight in ‘China’s Got
Talent - The Dream Experience’, a
live theatrical show of the global TV
phenomenon.

2/SUBMERSIBLES
With our state-of-the-art
submersibles on board, underwater
discovery is a must. Designed to
carry one pilot and four passengers,
the vehicle will take you deep under
the ocean, where you’ll explore
spectacular sights and encounter
a dazzling array of fish and sea
creatures (subject to weather and
availability).

3/DREAM NIGHT
Experience the energy and
excitement of Dream Night – the
grand party on the last night of every
5-night cruise. Watch in wonder as
the entire pool deck comes to life with
dancing, music and a spectacular
display of Asia’s first-ever fireworks
at sea.

4/ZOUK™
Zouk is Singapore’s legendary
nightclub and premier entertainment
institution renowned for hosting
the edgiest parties in Asia. The club
is consistently voted one of the top
ten in the world by international
media. And now it’s bringing its
unforgettable parties to the ocean
with Zouk (Genting Dream) and Zouk
Beach Club – so you can dance to
world class DJs, day and night.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Live
your
dreams

Fulfil existing dreams and discover new ones
with ‘Dreamscapes’, the inspirational enrichment
programme of unique activities and experiences
designed to spark your passions and broaden your
horizons. Discover a new world, learn a new skill or
simply try something different. There’s no better
time and place to do so.

ENRICHMENT

A remarkable programme of interactive activities
and experiences presented by a selection of world
-class speakers awaits on board. Award-winning
photographers with epic travel stories, game changers
who have built vast empires, iconic explorers of
land, sea and space, and ancient forecasting and
readings of a Feng Shui Grand Master will add a new
dimension to your transformational journey at sea.

A place to
dream away
Whilst we can’t deny that our ships are bursting with
entertainment and excitement, we’ve also left plenty
of space for some much needed relaxation. Our range
of staterooms offer a haven of calm; balancing modern
convenience with total tranquility.

TRANQUILITY
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1/BALCONIES
Over 70% of our staterooms include private
balconies, so you can spend countless moments
enchanted by the deep blue sea and wake up to
incredible views of the horizon.
2/DREAM BEDS
In our opinion, you won’t get a better night’s
sleep than in our ‘Dream Beds’. Featured in all
staterooms on board, our Dream Beds wrap each
guest in exquisite comfort, thanks to a unique
combination of high quality mattresses, silkysmooth sheets, bouncy duvets and a mountain
of pillows.
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Time for some indulgence? Our staterooms
feature elegant bath amenities, marble bathroom
finishes and ambient lighting. The perfect
environment for pampering.
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Every detail
whispers
luxury
Situated in its own dedicated section on
our ships, The Palace is home to elegant
contemporary decor, fully appointed suites,
lavish lounges and dining rooms, and some of
the most decadent amenities at sea.
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LUXURY
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1/EUROPEAN-STYLE BUTLER
SERVICE
Experience an incomparable level
of hospitality from our exceptional
team of Dream Butlers, chosen for
their genuine personalities and
renowned for their gracious service
and unparalleled expertise.

2/EXCLUSIVE FACILITIES
Guests at The Palace have access
to exclusive facilities, whether it’s
the luxurious comfort of the private
sundeck and pool, fine dining at the
private restaurant, your own private
gym, or quiet reflection at the
private lounges.

3/PALACE VILLA
Unmatched by anything else on the
ocean, these duplex suites elegantly
designed and amongst the largest
at sea, with two bedrooms and
an option of a connecting suite.
Each features a private sundeck,
whirlpool and grand piano – making
it the ideal location to host your
own exclusive party. And with pre
and post-cruise transfers, plus daily
champagne on ice, our Palace Villas
take the extravagance of high-end
cruising to a whole new level.

SUITES
Both our ships feature over 140
spacious suites, with every suite
furnished with fine Italian bed linen
and double sink vanities. Luxury is
found in every detail.
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Start a new
family tradition
With a wide array of food to satisfy every palate, and
an endless assortment of fun activities – including
waterslides, cinemas, video arcade, bowling alley,
various kids clubs and many more – your kids will be
entertained all cruise long. This is where memories
are made.
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1/Esc EXPERIENCE LAB (World Dream)
Experience the thrill of Virtual Reality
with the family in our state-of-the-art
VR entertainment centre. Design your
own track then ride it with the Finger
Coaster rollercoaster simulator, feel
the sensation of flying with the Icaros
simulator and enter a new form of
interactive motion theatre with XD Dark
Ride, where you play a role in the story.
And that’s only the beginning.

FAMILY FUN
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2/WATERSLIDE PARK
If the kids are searching for
excitement, you can’t beat the fun
of our Waterslide Park. So take
the plunge and enjoy the thrill of
speeding through the water high
above the ocean. Our ships features
six slides to experience; gentler ones
for the family and faster ones for
thrill-seekers.

3/LITTLE PANDAS CLUB
Kids aged 2 to 12 will be immersed
in an exciting range of activities and
classes, whilst parents take a break
to enjoy their vacation with the
comfort of knowing they are under
full supervision by our professionally
trained Child Care team.

4/ROPES COURSE
For thrill-seekers with a spirit of high
adventure, dare to try our 35-metre
zip line for an adrenalin-pumping
glide over the side of the ship with
the ocean’s waves lapping 18 decks
below. We’ll even take your picture
as you get the rush of a lifetime!

CONNECTING ROOMS
Travelling with extended family?
Our ships feature more than
100 connecting and adjoining
staterooms to provide spacious
accommodations – so you can invite
all your loved ones for a one-of-akind family vacation experience.

Let’s get
together
If it’s romance you’re looking for, our ships offer a
completely different world far away from the distractions
of everyday life. Find that elusive quality time together
with our charming experiences on board, all taking place
in the most romantic setting of them all: the open sea.

1/BOARDWALK
What better way to charm your loved one than
with a romantic stroll along our 610m promenade
at the all-important sunset hour? Take in the
awe-inspiring views across the ocean together, or
simply people-watch and soak up the atmosphere
as you wind your way past the al fresco diners.

2/‘RETAIL-TAINMENT’
Find the perfect gift or simply splurge on yourself
at The Dream Boutiques, with over 1,100 square
metres on each ship dedicated to leading luxury
brands and designer products in fashion, jewelry,
watches, cosmetics, spirits and tobacco. Indulge
in duty-free shopping and enjoy a more intimate
shopping experience with tailored trunk shows,
personal shoppers and retail concierge services.

3/CRYSTAL LIFE
If anyone knows about exclusive pampering
and rejuvenation, it’s Crystal Life. Home to
both contemporary and traditional treatments
from Asia and the rest of the world, this is your
destination for truly rejuvenating experiences.
It features the largest Asian reflexology spa at sea,
plus over 20 private rooms for Western spa and
massage treatments. And to counterbalance your
onboard indulgences, there’s a state-of-the-art
fitness centre and modern wellness cuisine.
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ROMANCE

About Genting Cruise Lines
Genting Cruise Lines is a division of Genting
Hong Kong comprising of three distinct cruise
brands – Star Cruises, Dream Cruises and
Crystal Cruises – providing a range of products
from contemporary cruises to ultra-luxurious
vacation experiences spanning the sea to air.

Developed specifically for the China and Asia
market, Dream Cruises provides passengers
with inspirational journeys at sea that are Asian
at heart and international in spirit.

Founded in 1993, Star Cruises established the
Asia-Pacific as a popular, world-wide cruise
destination and, with its current fleet of six
vessels (SuperStar Virgo, SuperStar Libra,
SuperStar Aquarius, SuperStar Gemini, Star
Pisces and The Taipan), continues to pioneer
the contemporary cruise market in the region.

world-renowned Crystal Experience – featuring
global journeys with Crystal Cruises, Crystal
River Cruises, Crystal Yacht Expedition Cruises,
Crystal AirCruises and Crystal Air – continues
to entice the world’s most discerning travelers
with incomparable luxury and unparalleled
personal service.

Launched in 2015, Dream Cruises has delivered
the highest level of guest service and spacious
comfort in the region via it fleet of two ships:
Genting Dream which debuted in November
2016 and World Dream, in November 2017.

Through its family of brands, Genting Cruise
Lines offers the widest and most imaginative
spectrum of cruise products for the modern
traveller, catering to all segments, geographies,
life stages and travel styles.

By sea, river, land or air, Crystal has redefined
the way the world views luxury travel. The

To start your Dream vacation, please contact your preferred travel agent,
visit us at dreamcruiseline.com or call us:
Office

Number

Office

Number

Australia / New Zealand

(61) 2 9212 6288

Japan

(81) 3 6403 5188

China

(86) 400 849 9848

Malaysia

Kuala Lumpur (603) 2302 1288
Penang (604) 2631 128

Hong Kong

(852) 2317 7711

Philippines

(63) 2 8366 830/31/32

India

Ahmedabad (91) 79 2630 8099
Bangalore (91) 99 0096 3807
Mumbai (91) 22 7100 2888
New Delhi (91) 11 4107 7900/01/02

Singapore

(65) 6223 0002

Taiwan

(886) 2 2175 9562

Thailand

(66) 2 235 7838

Indonesia

(62) 21 2992 2890/2904/2905
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